
FROM A WINDOW

From a window, I see a world, in a room
Constantly evolving, leaning to bloom
Then leaning to doom
And no judgement can be made as it is too soon
The rich get rich and live in economic boom
Despite crisis, despite austerity’s gloom
But what of the rest, put alive in their tomb?
They pay the expense of it
It is to their very own detriment
And where is democracy, where is clement?
Rigged and skewed, depending on what the rich spent
In buying the law, with their plenty shiny cent
Increasing inequality, its crooked and bent
Engendering hatred, bitterness and resent
Within societies, within mankind
Tax is avoided as if we are blind
And the rich folk dominate all they can find
Illicit doings, flaws and corruption from front and behind
What conscious is there, what sort of mind?
To some or most, the rest have been crushed and grind
Non-existant, living in a different mess, a jungle of another kind
But when privilege is bought
Opportunities for the elite are easily sought
Although, they have got it all in all they have got
(I do not criticise but say what ought)
Why would the rest not have such access or lot
To good quality education, and aspirations of which they thought
Of which they have strived to accomplish and fought
Why such a gap?
A gap of financial inequality that spans the map
It wasn't like this, it could be reversed, but not in a zap
Countries are working, people are helping strap
The unleashed monster waken from its nap
Nobody is doomed to be devoured and snap
Nobody is doomed to be stuck in poverty’s thunderclap
But among us, poverty may still lurk
Disguised in dirt and murk
And on its face a hideous smirk
As its evil flees and meanders in the dark
And large or small it will always remain stark
Though, times do change for better and can
Societies improve as has man
From dawn of time and since it ran
Though arduous to carry out such plan
Development is flourishing in both rural and slums of the urban
If citizens are being fed, taught, and live longer, they’re better than
The past, the days of yesteryear, but are they becoming egalitarian?
In unity this subsiding trauma can be overcome
By lending a hand, an aid, it can be done
Help improve to improve the world that is the sum 
The equation that will render the world on an equal footing as one
Disregard doubt which speaks of aid as waste, as corruption
As a means countries rely on ever since it’s begun 
But know that so little can make a difference to others, and may the sun



Rise to a tomorrow where development and growth
Are the realised and strived for oath
No need to fret about population demographics and loath
Saving lives of individuals, families, societies and so forth
Because when disease and famine are abolished both
People will have no need to replicate and reproduce a fragile moth
That will shortly, inevitably die delicately, painfully after a few months

In a room I see the world from a window
I see a distant land on the other side of the rainbow…  

 

 
 

  


